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ble stars in the AL double star observing pro-
gram).  This scope is mounted on an equatorial 
mount secured to a wooden pier.  The mount 
has a clock drive, but is not a computerized 
“GOTO” mount.  The wooden pier is very fine for 
visual observing, but is not sufficiently stable to 
do high quality astrophotography.  
 
Many of you are familiar with the set up and 
have also observed objects through Paul’s 
scope.  However, recently the use of the obser-
vatory has trailed off.  Many club members now 
own their own telescopes.  Some of these 
scopes are 8”, 10” and 11” in aperture and very 
high quality, so I understand why many of us 
would rather just use our own equipment.  So, I 
think the time has come to honor Paul Castle’s 
memory by replacing his telescope and remodel-
ing his observatory so that it will be more attrac-
tive for PAC members to use.  We would like to 
know your thoughts about what upgrades we 
should do (or not do) to the observatory.  Your 
PAC board has put together a questionnaire for 
you to provide us your suggestions and feedback 
about upgrading the observatory.  You will find 
this questionnaire at the end of this month’s 
newsletter.  13 club members have already pro-
vided valuable suggestions using an on-line ver-
sion of the questionnaire.  This suggests there is 
significant interest in upgrading and remodeling 
Paul’s observatory.  If you are interested in using 
the observatory and would like to provide some 
guidance about what we should do to make it as 
appealing and useful to you as possible, please 
take a few minutes and give us your feedback.  
Remodeling the observatory might not be the 
equivalent of the Apollo Program, but it could 
nevertheless serve as the spark of inspiration on 
your own journey of scientific adventure! 

Al Sheidler 

Welcome to another edition of 
“Reflections”, the monthly news-
letter documenting astronomical 
news and activities of the Popu-
lar Astronomy Club.  July marks 
the 50th anniversary of the first 
moon landing, which had to be 
one of the top technological ac-
complishments of all time.  The 
skill, bravery and audaciousness 
of Neil Armstrong, Buzz Aldrin 
and Michael Collins was impres-
sive.  For those of us who were 

alive to witness Apollo 11’s triumph of science and 
exploration, the events seem as bright and exciting 
as ever and will never fade from memory.  The 
Apollo astronauts were indeed heroes, but their 
leadership and valor inspired my generation to pur-
sue technological and scientific exploits of our own.  
The scientific and engineering developments of the 
1960’s are the technology in use today.  
 
What we need today is another Apollo program to 
inspire the youth of our nation to take up the pursuit 
of science and develop their own technological 
sense of excitement and trailblazing.  I am hopeful 
missions to return to the moon and explore Mars will 
soon be at hand.  But in the meantime, there are 
other ways we can become technologically inspired.  
The PAC board’s inspirational vision for our club is 
to update and remodel the Paul Castle Observatory.  
It has been nearly ten years since Paul Castle’s ob-
servatory was erected at its current location south of 
Milan.  The observatory was rebuilt exactly as it had 
been when Paul Castle (our club’s fourth president) 
designed it for use in his own back yard in Rock Is-
land.  Paul’s observatory was his retirement gift to 
himself and its design reflects his love of astronomy 
and his passion for planetary and double star ob-
serving.  I have spent many hours myself using 
Paul’s 6” F12 refractor and can attest to how well it 
performs (I successfully observed all 100 of the dou-

Alan Sheidler  

(Continued in next column) 
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2019 PAC  
PICNIC 

 
The annual PAC Picnic will be held Satur-
day, August 10th, at the Paul Castle Me-

morial Observatory site. Picnic will start at 
6:00 pm. Barbecue grill will be provided, 

you bring own meat to grill, a dish to pass, 
and own non-alcoholic beverage. 

 
We would appreciate it if someone would 
help to remove the garbage from the site 
following the Picnic. We will provide gar-

bage bags. If willing to help please contact 
Wayland or Anne Bauer at 653-332-4032.  

LOOKING FOR OLDER  
ISSUES OF REFLECTIONS 

NEWSLETTER? 

Click HERE 
 

HISTORY OF PAC? 

Click HERE 
 

Popular Astronomy Club 
on Facebook? 

Click HERE 

 WATCH THE  
JULY 2nd 

SOLAR ECLIPSE  
LIVE! 

 

Starts at 11:55 AM 
 

Link HERE 

Did you know 
that the just-
out July issue 
of Astronomy 
has 100 pag-
es devoted to 
Apollo 11? A 
long, exclu-
sive interview 
with Mike Col-
lins? Incredi-
ble 3-D imag-
es of Apollo 11 
from Brian 
May? A 14-
page photo gallery? How to observe 
the Apollo landing sites with your 
scope? And much more??? 

 

Do you subscribe to the Northern Lights newsletter? It is free and full of information 
on what is going on in the North Central Region (NCRAL)  Click on  link above to 
subscribe by email and receive monthly!    (Click HERE to see latest issue) 

EMAIL HERE TO  

SUBSCRIBE 

http://www.popularastronomyclub.org/news-letters/
http://www.pacastronomy.50megs.com/history.htm
https://www.facebook.com/QCPAC/
https://www.timeanddate.com/live/
https://ncral.files.wordpress.com/2019/06/nl-summer-2019.pdf
mailto:carlwenning@gmail.com
mailto:carlwenning@gmail.com
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BBC’s  
The Sky At Night 

 

Supermassive  
Black Hole 

CLICK HERE FOR  

LINK TO YOU TUBE VIDEO 

CONTRIBUTIONS 

Today is the anniversary of the 
birth, at Tippecanoe, Wisconsin 
on 30 May 1912, of the Ameri-
can popularizer of amateur as-
tronomy Walter Scott Houston. 
He is probably best remem-
bered for his ‘Deep-Sky Wonders’ 
articles which graced the pages of 
Sky and Telescope magazine be-
tween 1946 and 1994 and a number 
of which were selected and pub-
lished in a book bearing the same 
title. The minor planet 3031 Hou-
ston, discovered on 8 Feb 1984 by 
American astronomer Edward L. G. 
‘Ted’ Bowell at Anderson Mesa Sta-
tion near Flagstaff, Arizona, was 
named in his honor. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gRF_pGJDFwE&list=PLXENH0bXHXkYnxj79D25ujoIVz2npfr2d
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gRF_pGJDFwE&list=PLXENH0bXHXkYnxj79D25ujoIVz2npfr2d
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CONTRIBUTIONS 

BIRDIES FOR CHARITIES 
 
Birdies For Charity is a great way to support your favorite Quad 
Cities charities.  We receive every dollar pledged plus the John 
Deere Foundation donates 5-10% extra on top of that.  The  
Popular Astronomy Club has participated for several years to help cover our expenses for the 
PACMO and Paul Castle Observatory.  You can either fill out a 2019 pledge form (call Al for a form) 
or go to the John Deere Birdies for Charity website and pledge online.   We have until July 12 to 
submit our pledges.  The Popular Astronomy Club Bird # is 2046.   
Thank you for your support of PAC. 
 
https://birdiesforcharity.com/ 

https://birdiesforcharity.com/
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CONTRIBUTIONS 
(LEFT) Crescent Moon, 1681  (observed at Nuremberg 
on 11 April 1681); pastel on brown paper 
Museo della Specola, University of Bologna, Italy 
© photo unknown 
 
Maria Clara Eimmart was a German astronomer born in 
Nuremberg. She was the daughter of painter, engraver, 
and amateur astronomer Georg Christoph Eimmart, the 
younger. Her father's profession was a lucrative one, 
but he spent all of his earnings in the purchase of astro-
nomical instruments. He was a diligent observer and 
published his results in various memoirs and transac-
tions of society. Her grandfather, Georg Christoph Eim-
mart, the elder, was also an engraver and painter. Eim-
mart the elder painted portraits, still-life, landscapes, 
and historical subjects. In 1678, Maria Clara Eimmart’s 
father built a private observatory in Nuremberg on the 
city wall. From 1699 to 1704, Her father, Georg Chris-
toph Eimmart, was the director of the Nuremberg Acad-
emy of Art, the Malerakademie. Through her father, Ma-
ria Clara Eimmart received an education in French, Lat-
in, Mathematics and drawing. Through her broad edu-
cation in the fine arts, she specialized in botanical and 
astronomical illustrations. Because of the strength of 
the crafts tradition in Germany, Eimmart was able to 
take advantage of the opportunity to train as an appren-
tice to her father and learned the art of astronomy from 
him. 
Eimmart's skills as an engraver allowed her to assist 
her father in his work. Eimmart's skill in creating exact 
sketches led to her success in both astronomical and 
botanical illustration. In addition to Eimmart's depictions 
of the sun and moon, she also illustrated flowers, birds, 
ancient statues, and ancient women, but most of Maria 
Clara's paintings of nature and art have been lost. 
In 1706, Eimmart married Johann Heinrich Muller, her 

father’s pupil and successor. Muller taught physics at the Nuremberg Gymnasium, where Eimmart assisted her 
husband. Their marriage successfully secured Eimmart’s position at the observatory. Muller was so influenced 
by the family love for astronomy that he became a diligent amateur and afterwards a professor at Altorf, where 
he used his manual skill in depicting comets, sun-spots, and lunar mountains aided by his talented wife. With 
these in their earlier Nuremberg home were associated the two Rost Brothers, novelists and astronomers; also 
Wurtzelbauer, and Doppelmayer, a historian of astronomy. Muller became the director of the Eimmart observa-
tory in 1705. Muller also benefited from the marriage, because of the principle of daughter’s rights, the Eimmart's 
observatory was part of Maria’s inheritance, which then passed from daughter to husband. Maria Clara Eimmart 
died in childbirth in Nuremberg in 1707. 
Eimmart is best known for her exact astronomical illustrations. Between 1693 and 1698, Eimmart made over 
350 drawings of the phases of the moon. This collection of drawings, drawn solely form observations through a 
telescope was called Micrographia stellarum phases lunae ultra 300 and was depicted on a distinctive blue pa-
per. Twelve of these were given to conte Marsili, a scientific collaborator of her father, and ten survive in Bolo-
gna, together with three smaller studies on brown paper. Eimmart’s continuous series of depictions became the 
base for a new lunar map. 
In 1706, Eimmart also illustrated two depictions of the total eclipse. Schiebinger states that some sources claim 
Eimmart published a work under her father’s name in 1701, the Ichnographia nova contemplationum de sole. 
However, there is no evidence to support that this was her work and not her father’s. 
From <https://www.facebook.com/> 

https://www.facebook.com/
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Editors note: 
provided by Sara 
Sheidler from 
the Paul Castle  
Scrapbooks 

Popular Astronomy Club History 
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Field Trip to the Wilton Observatory 
A Visit to the Wilton Observatory 

  
On May 25th, 2019, QCAS members invite PAC 
members to go on a field trip to tour the Wilton 
Observatory along with students from the Pleas-
ant Valley High School. We started off as the en-
ergetic director explained the solar scopes set up 
in front of the school And students got to use 
them and the provided solar glasses. We then 
went inside as saw some of the equipment that 
was going to be installed in the observatory when 
it was finished. It was on display for the students 
to see what was coming and generate interest. 
The different modules were explained and how 
they were going to used with different types of 
observing and photography.  We then saw the 
control room that was set up to facilitate interpret-
ing the data that was incoming from the observa-
tory. We next got 
to see the obser-
vatory building 
that was just be-
ing finished. It 
was delivered to 
the site and as-
sembled by vol-
unteers. It is al-
most ready for 
the equipment to 
be installed in. 
We then left for 
dinner at Grand-
mas Kitchen but 
no observing at 
Menke for the 
evening as 
clouds were 
moving in. 

LINK: Welcome to the Wilton Observatory 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eH32b7NBfNQ
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Outreach for the Geneseo Kiwanis  
 

Roy and Jan Gustafson performed an out-
reach event at the  Geneseo Kiwanis on 
June 4th, 2019. 63 people attended a 1/2 
hour talk on the topic of the “Apollo 11: 50th 
Anniversary of the landing on the Moon”.  
 

 
Davenport Library – Eastern Branch 

Kick-off of their Summer Reading 
Program “ A Universe of Stories” 

 

PAC was invited by the Davenport Library to 
help kick off their Summer Reading Program 
on the evening of June 7, 2019.   The library 
closed at 5:30 pm so that the staff could pre-
pare the various craft stations for the activities 
which officially began at 7:00 pm.  The AEA 
Star Lab was set up earlier and Gail helped 
the staff with her knowledge about use of the 
equipment and a plan to handle the flow in and 
out of the planetarium.  They distributed col-
ored tickets and then gave announcements 
when families needed to line up for their 
scheduled show.   Gail did 7 programs on the 
Summer night sky. 
Roy and Jan did a PowerPoint presentation in 
the adjoining meeting room and they did their 
program twice.  It was an introduction to our 
universe.  Al towed the PACMO and Mark and 
Eric assisted with the set up.    We were ad-
vised to park just outside the meeting rooms 
on their grassy area.   We had many curious 
visitors to the scopes before it even got dark 
and we did some solar viewing and observed 
the Moon.   After darkness set in, there was 
some light pollution from street lights in the ad-

jacent residential area but the librarians turned 
off their parking lot lights so it was dark at the 
library.   Rusty, Terry, Wayland, Dale, and Di-
no also set up telescopes.   Jupiter and the 
Galilean moons were the featured objects.  
Anne did her talk on telescopes inside and 
Sara handed out NASA literature.   We 
wrapped up at 11:00 pm.  Library Director Va-
lerie Farrar told us the count was approximate-
ly 350 so it was a great turn out on a beautiful 
clear evening.   Thanks to everyone who sup-
ported this large event!   

Sara Sheidler   

(Continued in next column) 

(above) Roy and Jan’s indoor presentation 

(above) many activities inside and registering for 
the Star Lab 

(Continued on next page) 
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(Continued in next column) 

(Continued from previous page) 

(above) eager guests line up to vie the Moon in the 
PACMO 

(above) some early viewing of the Sun (no spots) 

(above) Wayland is all set for the evening and ready 
to go.  

(above) Terry presented early evening views of the 
Moon 

(above) Dino  had them lined up at his scope as well 

(above) the evening had a nonstop flow of enthusi-
astic  families and  guests throughout the evening.  
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(Continued in next column) 

Cub Scouts Day Camp June 18th, 2019 
 

PAC was invited to do a program for 122 Cub 
Scouts from various packs around the Quad Cit-
ies attending day camp this week at Black Hawk 
State Park.  They split the scouts into 4 groups 
so we could have an inside power point pro-
gram for approximately 30 at a time in the Sing-
ing Bird Center by Al and outside solar observ-
ing with 2 telescopes for another group.  Terry 
brought his 8 inch Celestron and we 
brought  the ETX 90  club scope.  Al talked 
about the Sun and the planets and had many 
great questions from the kids.  The clouds 
caused some issues for viewing but everyone 
had a chance to view the Sun during this after-
noon outreach event.    
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Eldridge Library -  June 20th, 2019 
 

The Eldridge Branch of the Scott County Library 
System invited us out to be part of their Sum-
mer evening program " Stars and S'Mores" at 
7:30 pm June 20.  Terry led off the program with 
a PowerPoint tour of the planets to a full 
house.  They had Star Lab set up and table 
crafts.  Anne Bauer gave her talk just inside the 
lobby doors.   
 

Along with the PACMO,  Dale, Wayland, Rusty, 
and Terry also had their scopes set up.  Byron 
and Sharon joined us and Mike D. stopped 
by.   After some clouds and sprinkles earlier, we 
had fairly clear skies and good views of Jupi-
ter.   We wrapped up at 10:00 pm with a count 
of 100 by the librarians.    
Sara Sheidler 
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DeWitt Library -  June 27th, 2019 
 

PAC was invited by the Frances Banta 
Waggoner Community Library in DeWitt to 
do an evening program on June 27, 
2019.  It was held at the DeWitt Evangelical 
Free Church on the edge of town and away 
from lights.  Unfortunately the clouds pre-
vented any observing but we still had an in-
side PowerPoint program with Terry  and 
coloring sheets provided by Sara.  Anne 
brought along her displays and an informa-
tional poster of DeWitt native David Hilmers 
who flew in 4 shuttle missions and after re-
tiring from NASA became a doctor special-
izing in global health.  One of his interests is 
humanitarian work in developing nations.  
 
Dale, Dino, Rusty, Wayland, and Al also 
supported this lightly attended outreach with 
a count of 20.  Everyone toured the PAC-
MO and went home with a grab bag of 
NASA hand-outs.  Thanks for coming! 
 
Sara Sheidler 
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(Continued on next page) 

June 2019 
 
Jeopardy James. 

 
Of all the programs that Wendee and I enjoy on 
our television set,  the game show Jeopardy is 
one of our favorites.  For a half hour each day, 
Wendee and I play along as the three contestants 
try to respond correctly to host Alex Trebek’s 
clues.  In our tradition, if Wendee or I get a ques-
tion answered, we applaud each other.  It’s fun.  
We were saddened to learn of Trebek’s cancer 
diagnosis and we hope he will continue to enjoy a 
long life. Last month the show has been unforget-
table.  In his first 31 days as a contestant, James 
Holzhauer has earned an astonishing $2,462,216 
in winnings.  On the show that aired Friday, May 
31, Holzhauer won $79,633. 
 Wendee and I particularly enjoy the astron-
omy clues that come up on shows like Jeopardy.  
Here is a clue from last Friday:  “On November 
12, 1833, these meteor showers 
were seen across all of North 
America, sparking the serious 
study of meteor showers.”  Jeop-
ardy James got it right:  “What are 
the Leonids?!” 
 The Leonids are a meteor 
shower which occurs whenever 
the Earth punches its way through 
the sand grain sized debris left by 
a comet.  The debris spreads out 
across the comet’s entire orbit 
about the Sun.  In the case of the 
Leonids, when the parent comet 
Temple-Tuttle itself appears in the 
sky once every 33 years, a meteor 
storm, rather than a shower, 

sometimes occurs when meteors, or shooting 
stars, can fall at rates of a meteor per second.  
It happened in 1833, the year of the Jeopardy 
clue, in 1966, and somewhat less intensely 
over the period from 1996 to 2002. 
 As I watched this program, my mind 
harked back to our visit to Australia in 2001 
where we saw 2,406 meteors scratch the sky 
over the course of a few hours. The display 
that night began as our group was relaxing on 
a dry lakebed.  A bright shooting star appeared 
in the east, brightened rapidly as it soared 
across the sky, then disappeared in the west.  
Before the cheering ended a second meteor 
repeated the event.  At the height of the show, 
I witnessed nine meteors appearing simultane-
ously.  We continued to see meteors well into 
the morning twilight. 
 I have observed meteors on more than 
two hundred nights that began with a night at 
the original Jarnac cottage north of Montreal.  I 
saw a magnificent, brilliant shooting star low in 
the southwest.  The picture the accompanies 
this article is of a brilliant Lyrid that appeared 
to wave at me from the northern sky in late 
April of this year.  Even though I have and use 
telescopes each night, perhaps my favorite ob-
serving session happens when I sit down out-
side, lookup, and watch the sky for these al-
ways welcome messages from space that we 
call meteors.  Maybe someday, James 
Holzhauer will get to enjoy the shooting stars 
as well. 

(Continued in next column) 
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of gasses and obviously it is giant in size.  Not 
only is Jupiter the largest and heaviest planet, it 
also has the shortest day at slightly less than 9 
hours 56 minutes.  This means Jupiter is rotating 
at an incredibly fast 28,000 miles per hour 
(45,000 kilometers per hour) at its equator!  This 
super-fast spin rate causes Jupiter to bulge at its 
equator and when viewed in the telescope, you 
should be able to notice a slightly oval shape 
(instead of a perfectly round shape).  As you 
marvel at Jupiter’s shape as viewed in your tele-
scope, look carefully at Jupiter’s surface.  You 
should be able to see two or more dark bands 
that run parallel to Jupiter’s equator.  These 
bands are not actually surface markings at all, 
but darker cloud layers in the atmosphere of Ju-
piter.  Actually, all we see of Jupiter is its atmos-
pheric clouds which totally cover the entire plan-
et.  If you have a very good telescope you might 
be able to see swirls and vortices in these cloud 
bands.  If you are lucky you might also be able 
to see the giant cyclone known as the Red Spot.  
This cyclonic storm changes in size, shape and 
color over time and is a fascinating sight. 

 As you gaze at Jupiter through your telescope, 
allow your eye to stray slightly to either side of 
the great planet.  Do you see any “stars” near-
by?  If so, these are not stars, but the moons of 
Jupiter:  Callisto, Europa, Ganymede and Io.  
Sometimes you can see all four, but at other 
times, one or two of them might be behind Jupi-
ter (in Jupiter’s shadow) or directly in front of Ju-
piter (transiting).  It is difficult to pick out a trans-
iting moon, but you might be able to see its 
shadow on Jupiter’s surface which will look like 
a dark spot.  This is an amazing sight and be-
cause Jupiter’s moons move very fast you can 
watch them move.  It is fantastic opportunity to 
observe orbital motion in real time. 

 Jupiter and its moons are an amazing telescop-
ic sight.  If you have a telescope, be sure to take 
the opportunity to observe it this summer.  If not, 
no problem, join the Popular Astronomy Club on 
the evening of Saturday, June 15

th
 at Niabi Zoo 

when we will have a free public observing ses-
sion where you can look through club member’s 
telescopes. 

June 27th 

Viewing Jupiter a Treat in June 

By Al Sheidler  

 This summer will be an excellent opportunity for 
anyone wanting to observe the two largest plan-
ets in our solar system.  Of course, I am referring 
to Jupiter and Saturn.  The fun begins with Jupi-
ter, which reaches what we call “opposition” on 
the evening of June 10

th
.  When a planet reach-

es opposition, this means the planet rises at sun-
set.  This means the planet will be visible all 
night long thus affording us plenty of viewing 
time.  At opposition, the earth is exactly between 
the sun and the planet which means the planet is 
as close to earth as possible.  On June 10

th
, Ju-

piter will be 398 million miles (640 million kilome-
ters) from earth and is a great time to view the 
planet in a telescope because it will be larger in 
size and reveal more surface details than at any 
other time this year.  While the night of Jupiter’s 
opposition is technically the closest approach to 
earth, any clear evening during the months of 
June and July will be good opportunities to view 
the great Jovian planet.  Grab your telescope 
and go out an hour after sunset and look to the 
East.  You should see a very bright star looming 
above the eastern or south-eastern horizon.  
Point your telescope at this star to reveal the true 
nature of this “star”. 

 Jupiter is the largest planet in our solar system.  
It is eleven times larger in diameter than earth 
and is 318 times as massive (heavy).  It is known 
as gas giant because it is composed of a mixture 

(Continued in next column) 

ASTRONOMY IN PRINT 
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UPCOMING EVENTS  

ing 
 September 14th, 2019  Princeton -  

Girl Scouts Space Program – Private 
Event – Roy & Jan  

 September 21st, 2019  Niabi Observ-
ing Night.  

• September  27th-29th,2019 Eastern 
Iowa Star Party 

• October 12th, 2019 PAC Annual Ban-

 July 16th, 2019 Moline Public Library, 
7:30 pm.  Inside program (Roy) “50th 
Anniversary of the Moon Landing” fol-
lowed by observing afterword  

• July 18th,2019  7:30  pm. Coal Valley 
Public Library   "The 50th Anniversary of 
the Moon Landing"  by Roy,  outside ob-
serving when dark enough  

• July 20th , 2019  Niabi Observing 
Night. 

• July 26th,  2019  Bishop Hill 
Native American Star Sto-
ries/ Night Sky observing 
(Terry , Dale, Joanne) 

• August 3rd ‘Astronomy in 
the Campground” Illiniwek 
Forest Preserve  8:00 pm.  
Makeup date is August 24th.  

• August 10th,2019 PAC An-
nual Picnic at Paul Castle 
Observatory. Wayland and 
Anne chair the event.  

• August 17th 2019  Niabi 
Observing Night. 

 August 23rd, 2019  Cordo-
va Library (at the Cordova 
Civic Center) 7:30 pm - ?  
Inside Program then Observ-

(Continued in next column) 

PAC Regular Meeting 
July 8th, 2019 

 7:00 PM 
Location is at the Butterworth Center 

   Constellation Report: Frank Stonestreet  
    Presentation: Jeff Struve 

LINK to map of 
Butterworth  

Center complex.  
We are in  
building B 

Hello from Butterworth Center & Deere-Wiman House! 
 
This summer, the front entrance of Butterworth Center will be closed temporarily 
for repairs. When visiting, please plan to use our Office Entrance or Oak Room 
entrances. Our staff will also be available to assist guests with our wheelchair lift 
on the west side of the building. 
 
Please share this information with your members and attendees.  

https://www.facebook.com/IlliniwekForestPreserve/?eid=ARAu5MWcNKyYbMC7yZJj17W-ajo9n6BraE_YpYkL6qqC2x_dVVOfd8mB62oxJxUWeYDv28rt5ZMfHN2y
https://www.facebook.com/IlliniwekForestPreserve/?eid=ARAu5MWcNKyYbMC7yZJj17W-ajo9n6BraE_YpYkL6qqC2x_dVVOfd8mB62oxJxUWeYDv28rt5ZMfHN2y
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/56e8b8678259b5471929cbd3/t/5946f19b893fc00a032b3939/1497821597434/WBF+Site+Map.pdf?fbclid=IwAR2pD7-CrteTfVdRItNXAeRsOJInoHrgwPbNDiA4z9r5C0_RIMpz1-MwIOU
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Sun is in Gemini on July 1st  
Mercury (in Cancer) on July 1st. It’s 
about 10ºof the W-NW horizon at 
9pm. Mars is about 4º to the right of 
it. (mag: 1.13, dia: 9.57”, illuminated: 
25%). On July 3rd, Mercury, Mars and the Moon are about 5º 
apart in the same position (see next page). The rest of the month, 
it is moving towards conjunction to reappear in the morning sky. 
By the 31st, Mercury is about 5º off the E-NE sky at 5:30am.  
Venus (in Taurus) on July 1st,  rises at 4:43 am on the E-NE hori-
zon. It is very close to the Sun all month. (mag. –3.86, dia: 9.91”, 
illuminated 97.8%) By the 31st, it is drawing towards conjunction 
with the Sun in August. 
Mars (in Cancer)  on July 1st,  is  about 10º off the W-NW horizon 
at 9 pm. Mercury is very close to it (see Mercury).  (mag:1.81, dia: 
3.65”). By the end of the month at the same time, it will be below 
the horizon and only 5º from the Sun.  
Jupiter (in Ophiuchus) on July  1st, is about 18º above the SE 
horizon at 9:00 pm. It really shines at mag. –2.57 (dia: 45.41”). On 
July 13th, the almost Full Moon is about 5º from it (see next 
page). 

Saturn (in Sagittarius) on July 1st, is about 9º above the SE horizon at 10:00 pm.  The planet is mag .09  
with a diameter of 18.38” (rings 42.82”). The planet reaches opposition on July 9th. On July 16th at 3:00 
am, the Moon is less than 1/2º from the planet (see next page).  
Uranus (in Aries) on July 1st, is 28º above the eastern horizon at 4:30 am (mag: 5.84, dia: 3.48’).  By the 
end of the month, it will be 50º above the SE horizon at the same time. 
Neptune (in Aquarius) on July 1st  is about 40º off the SE horizon at 4:30 am. It is mag 7.86 and a diame-
ter of 2.31”. By the 31st, it is almost 37º above the south horizon at the same time.  
Pluto (in Sagittarius) on July 1st. Is about 5º  east of Saturn.  Mag. 14.22 
Ceres (in Libra) on July 1st is about 15º west of Jupiter. Mag. 7.8 
 

ASTRONOMICAL  
CALENDAR OF EVENTS 

 adjusted for Daylight Savings Time  
when applicable  

 
Date    Time  Event 
Jul 02  14:16 NEW MOON  

Jul 02  14:23 Total Solar Eclipse; s 
 Pacif ic, S. America [Total: s 
 Pacific, Chile,  Argentina] 
Jul 03  01:53 Moon at Ascending Node  
Jul 04 03:34 Mercury 3.3°S of Moon  
Jul 04  08:20 Mercury 2.5°S of Beehive 
Jul 04  10:02 Beehive 0.2°S of Moon  
Jul 04  18:00 Earth at Aphelion: 
 1.01676 AU  
Jul 04  23:54 Moon at Perigee: 363729 
 km  
Jul 05  18:00 Mercury 3.8° of Mars  
Jul 05  21:17 Regulus 3.2°S of Moon  
Jul 07  02 Mercury at Aphelion  
Jul 09  05:55 FIRST QUARTER 
 MOON  
Jul 09  11:00 Saturn at Opposition  
Jul 13  02:06 Mars 0.4°S of Beehive  
Jul 13  14:43 Jupiter 2.3°S of Moon  
Jul 16  02:27 Saturn 0.2°N of Moon:   
Jul 16   04:05 Moon at Descending 
 Node  
Jul 16  16:31 Partial Lunar Eclipse;  
 S.America, Europe, Africa, Asia, 
 Australia 
Jul 16  16:38 FULL MOON  
Jul 20  19:01 Moon at Apogee: 405480 
 km  
Jul 21 08:00 Mercury at Inferior Con- 
 junction  
Jul 24  20:18 LAST QUARTER MOON  
Jul 27  19:47 Aldebaran 2.3°S of Moon 
Jul 28  10:00 Delta-Aquarid Meteor 
 Shower  
Jul 30  12:02 Moon at Ascending Node 
Jul 31  22:12 NEW MOON 
 

THE PLANETS 
July 2019 
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The Moon and Mars 
May 7th, 2019 at 8:30 PM 

3/4º 4º 

NW 

Castor 

Pollux 
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*From Binocular Sky. com 

http://binocularsky.com/
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Spotlight: NGC 6281—The Moth Wing Cluster 

 open cluster of stars in the con-
stellation Scorpius 

 not included in the Messier or 
Caldwell catalogues of nebulous 
objects 

 readily observed with the naked 
eye 

 located about 2° to the east of 
Mu Scorpii 

 described the cluster as a 
"curiously curved line of pretty 
bright stars, with many stars mix 

 John Herschel then described 
the cluster as both "pretty bright" 
and "pretty rich". 

 cluster has a tidal radius of 26 ly 
 Has  mass of about 214 solar 

masses 
 cluster has an integrated visual 

magnitude of 5.4 
 Discovered by James Dunlop on 

June 5, 1826 
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Observe the Moon and Beyond: Apollo 11 at 50  
By David Prosper 

NASA Space Place Partner Article                                                                                             

(continued on  next page) 

Just a few days later, on July 20, 1969 at 
10:56 pm EDT, Neil Armstrong and Buzz 
Aldrin set foot on the lunar surface and 
became the first people in history to walk 
on another world. The astronauts set up 
equipment including a solar wind sam-
pler, laser ranging retroreflector, and seis-
mometer, and gathered up almost 22 kilo-
grams (48 pounds) of precious lunar 
rocks and soil samples.  After spending 
less than a day on the Moon’s surface, 
the duo blasted off and returned to the or-
biting Columbia Command Module, pi-
loted by Michael Collins. Just a few days 
later, on July 24, all three astronauts 
splashed down safely in the Pacific 
Ocean. You can follow the timeline of the 
Apollo 11 mission in greater detail at 
bit.ly/TimelineApollo11 and dig deep into 
mission history and science on NASA’s 
Apollo History Site: bit.ly/ApolloNASA. 
 

Have you ever wanted to see the flag on 
the Moon left behind by the Apollo astro-
nauts? While no telescope on Earth is 
powerful enough to see any items left be-
hind the landing sites, you can discover 
how much you can observe with the Flag 
on the Moon handout: bit.ly/MoonFlag 
 

You can catch up on all of NASA’s cur-

rent and future missions at nasa.gov 

Saturn is at opposition this month, beckon-
ing to future explorers with its beautiful rings 
and varied, mysterious moons. The Moon 
prominently passes Saturn mid-month, just 
in time for the 50

th
 anniversary of Apollo 11! 

 
Saturn is in opposition on July 9, rising in 
the east as the Sun sets in the west. It is vis-
ible all night, hovering right above the teapot 
of Sagittarius. Saturn is not nearly as bright 
as Jupiter, next door in Scorpius, but both 
giant planets are easily the brightest objects 
in their constellations, making them easy to 
identify.  A full Moon scrapes by the ringed 
planet late in the evening of the 15

th
 through 

the early morning of the 16
th
.  Some observ-

ers in South America will even see the Moon 
occult, or pass in front of, Saturn. Observe 
how fast the Moon moves in relation to Sat-
urn throughout the night by recording their 
positions every half hour or so via sketches 
or photos.   
 
While observing the Saturn-Moon celestial 
dance the early morning of the 16

th
, you can 

also contemplate the 50th anniversary of the 
launch of the Apollo 11 mission! On June 
16, 1969, Apollo 11 blasted off from Cape 
Canaveral in Florida on a journey of almost a 
quarter million miles to our nearest celestial 
neighbor, a mission made possible by the 
tremendous power of the Saturn V rocket – 
still the most powerful rocket ever launched. 

(continued in next column) 

This article is distributed by NASA Night Sky Network  
The Night Sky Network program supports astronomy clubs across the 
USA dedicated to astronomy outreach. Visit nightsky.jpl.nasa.org to find 
local clubs, events, and more!  

July 2019 

(continued on next page) 

http://bit.ly/TimelineApollo11
http://bit.ly/ApolloNASA
https://bit.ly/MoonFlag
http://www.nasa.gov
https://nightsky.jpl.nasa.org
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NASA Space Place Partner Article                                                                                             July 2019 

Caption: Observe the larger details on the Moon with help from this map, which also pinpoints the Apollo 
landing site. Full handout available at bit.ly/MoonHandout   

Observe the Moon and Beyond: Apollo 11 at 50  
By David Prosper 

https://bit.ly/MoonHandout
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REPLACE 
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REPLACE 

From in the sky.org 

https://in-the-sky.org/
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Solving the sun's super-heating mystery 
with Parker Solar Probe 

 
June 4th, 2019 

Observing Gaia from Earth to  
improve its star maps 

 
June 4th, 2019 

Mass anomaly detected under the 
moon's largest crater 

 
June 10th, 2019 

Our Aging Sun Is Still Capable  
of Unleashing 'Superflares.'  

Should We Worry? 
June 11, 2019 

NEWSLINKS 

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/06/190604162532.htm
https://phys.org/news/2019-06-gaia-earth-star.html
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/06/190610100620.htm
https://www.space.com/should-we-worry-about-a-superflare.html
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The Search for Habitable Alien Worlds in 
Earth's Backyard Heats Up 

 
June 11th, 2019 

26 

Jupiter-like exoplanets found in sweet 
spot in most planetary systems 

 
June 12th, 2019 

There’s a Ring of Cool Gas Wrapped 
Around the Milky Way’s  

Supermassive Black Hole 
June 6th, 2019 

Migrating Baby Exoplanet Sculpts Disk 
Around Newborn Star (Photos) 

 
June 17th, 2019 

NEWSLINKS 

https://www.space.com/alien-planets-alpha-centauri-breakthrough-watch.html
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/06/190612162904.htm
https://www.universetoday.com/142440/theres-a-ring-of-cool-gas-wrapped-around-the-milky-ways-supermassive-black-hole/
https://www.space.com/migrating-baby-exoplanet-rings-alma-photos.html?fbclid=IwAR0oZD6u81d1HUtnDY-JlgZoRv_7tEN2fYc8iZX0N4_OCEk-dejj5cbmo4c
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New Earth-like exoplanets discovered 
around red dwarf Teegarden star 

 
June 19th, 2019 

27 

Why scientists are putting a telescope 
on the bottom of the ocean 

 
May 23rd, 2019 

New study suggests tighter restrictions 
on exoplanet habitability 

 
June 11th, 2019 

Mysterious 'Bathtub Rings' of Titan 
Replicated on Earth 

 
June 26th, 2019 

NEWSLINKS 

https://m.phys.org/news/2019-06-earth-like-exoplanets-red-dwarf-teegarden.html?fbclid=IwAR1BFVwn1892m1ggDH0NUiYldGlb2d4WX09sTMWU0wIIu5UY_yEV2l9Umek
http://www.astronomy.com/news/2019/05/why-scientists-are-putting-a-telescope-on-the-bottom-of-the-ocean?fbclid=IwAR2_yIW4dEhEbCsKK4kUWSE3CVmp6N2noKQPwAdYuTx5OJsBasE9glwmxFM
https://astronomynow.com/2019/06/11/new-study-suggests-tighter-restrictions-on-exoplanet-habitability/?fbclid=IwAR3A_rgnNKRI32mqaol9cymsvVIQOZF9IYH-Vpm-1F9h767iUYnGXhJKW4k
https://www.space.com/titan-bathtub-rings-explained.html
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Photos on this page are by Ken Boquist 

I’ve also included two pics of the Sun yesterday (June 8th, 
2019).  One pic is a whole disk shot, the other is a close-up of the 
active region.  The Sun is still not very active, but it’s better than 
nothing.  Ken Boquist 
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(Left) Last night a group of us met at the Paul 
Castle Observatory for an observing session.  In 
the group photo are Wayland Bauer, Chris Nor-
dick, Ally Nordick (front), Gary Nordick, Ken 
Boquist (back), Al Sheidler (kneeling), Eric 
Sheidler, Terry Dufek, and Mike Mack.   
Al Sheidler  

The astro-photos were taken 
using a 10" Meade LX200 us-
ing a 0.63 Focal Reducer (FL 
= 1575mm) and a Nikon 
D7500 camera.  The moon 
(right)  was shot at ISO 1600 
and 1/1000 second shutter 
speed.   Al Sheidler  

((Left)  Jupiter was shot at 
ISO 1600 with a 1 second ex-
posure time  

(above) Globular Clusters M13, M3, M92 are 10 second time exposures at ISO 12800  
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 President Alan Sheidler called the June 
meeting of the Popular Astronomy Club to 
order at the Butterworth Center at  7:00  
p.m. local time, on June 10th, 2018. We 
had 23 members and 1 guest attending.  
 

Business Meeting: 
NCRAL Results: 
 Dale presented a report on the finan-

cials from the 2019 NCRAL Confer-
ence. (pages attached) 

 
Treasurers Report: 
 Dale reviewed the treasures report for 

March through May 2019. (pages at-
tached) 

   A motion was made to accept the re-
port as presented by Roberta. It was 
seconded by Ken and approved by all 
with no descent . 

 
NCRAL Chairman: 
 Mike Gacioch “Good job to all” 
 
Secretary’s Report: 
 No issues 
 Presented Club Stats on attendance 

and participation over the last 3 years 
 
Director of Observatories: 
 Repairs to PACMO roof vent  complet-

ed after latching mechanism fell apart 
 Paul Castle needs some exterior 

maintenance and needs to be sched-
uled for completion in the near future.  

 There was some discussion on replac-
ing the telescope at Paul Castle and 

would members then use it? We dis-
cussed liquidating the old telescope– 
maybe through cloudy nights. There 
was talk of creating a survey to find 
out which direction we should go in the 
way of upgrades. We need to serious-
ly fix the dome for ease of opening 
and closing. Jeff talked about replac-
ing the pier. A motion was made and 
seconded to create a survey (Terry) to 
help us figure out what we want.  A 
motion was made and seconded to 
have Rusty look into a  motor and 
shutter mechanism for the door. Both 
motions passed with no descent.  

 The PACMO telescope need recolumi-
nation. Maybe add Bob’s knobs to 
make it easier.  

 
ALCOR: 
 We have an update membership list 

and are ready to pay dues to the As-
tronomical League. 

 
Vice President: 
 Dino suggested that we add a presci-

ence on Instagram also. Terry is look-
ing into it.  

 
Other Notes: 
 The banquet is October 12th. 
 We are considering the Butterworth 

Center again and also the River Front 
Grill that was suggested by Dino. Al 
and Sara will look into.  

 The picnic is August 10th and Way-
land and Anne are chairing the picnic 

continued in next column) (continued on  next page) 
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committee. Starts at 6 pm. BYO 
 Elections are coming up in December 

again. All of the present board is up 
for reelection. Anyone else is still also 
eligible to run for a seat on the board. 
Just let us know. This will be Al’s last 
time at the helm so we will have to 
find someone else for president in 
2021.  

 Birdies for Charities is coming up 
again. Registration should be before 
July  8th. (see page 5) Here is link. 

 

A motion was made to adjourn the busi-
ness by Wayland and it was seconded. It 
was approved by all without descent.  
 

Constellation Report: 
 Alex Holt completed a presentation on 

Ursa Major 
 

Potpourri Presentations: 
 Roberta Wright Completed a short 

presentation on “how Pluto got its 
name” 

 Terry Dufek showed a short film from 
1900 of a solar eclipse. (note: the film 
was from the Royal Astronomical As-
sociation.  Here is link for more infor-
mation.) 

 Terry also did a presentation TLP 
(Trans Lunar Phenomena) 

 NASA is looking for help at reviewing 
photos from Asteroid Bennu. Here is a 
link  for more information.  https://
bennu.cosmoquest.org/ 

 Mike Dannefeldt  alerted the group to 
a transit of Ganymede and Io on June 

11th at around 9:30 pm.  
 Dale Hachtel presented a book  called: 

“ Nature of the Universe” by Fred 
Hoyle in which the term “Big Bang” 
was used for the 1st time.  

 

Final Notes: 
 Al reviewed photos from the Eastern 

Davenport  Library which was a great 
success.  

 He also review astro– photos contrib-
uted by Ken Boquist , Al Sheidler, and 
Terry Dufek.  

 Al reviewed upcoming outreach events  
 

The meeting was adjourned 
 
Newspaper Articles 2019 
July Paul Levesque 
Aug Terry Dufek 
Sept Ian Spangenberg 
Oct open 
Nov open 
Dec open 
 

Constellation Reports 2019 
July Frank Stonestreet 
Sept Hugh Holt 
Nov Roberta Wright 
Dec Dale Hachtel 
 

Programs 2019 
July Jeff Struve  
Sept  Smorgasbord of short presentations  
Nov Ian Spangenberg TBD 
Dec Election of Officers / Year in Review
-Roy  Gustafson 
Editors Note:  If  you are interested in con-
tributing/ participating in the above pro-
grams, please let  Dino Milani or myself 

(continued from previous page) 

continued in next column) 

https://birdiesforcharity.com/
https://www.space.com/oldest-known-total-solar-eclipse-video-1900-magician.html
https://bennu.cosmoquest.org/
https://bennu.cosmoquest.org/
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It has been determined by the Popular Astronomy Club board that a replacement of the ob-
serving equipment and/or other upgrades  to the Paul Castle Observatory might be in the 
best interest of the members of the  PAC to encourage greater ease of usage of the facilities. 
Towards that goal, the survey (below) has been created to narrow down the specifics and 
get ideas from members. The survey questions are not a final determination but will aid us to 
get to the best possible configuration of the equipment for the majority of the members. We 
appreciate your assistance in completing the survey as the greater number of responses will 
indicate if such a project is of any interest to the members. Simply circle the letter of your 
choice and fill in the blanks where appropriate. We are interested in all responses  and 
would like to have  the surveys returned by August 1st.   
     Thank you. 

  
Survey can be returned by email (or just the responses) to t_dufek@msn.com , returned  at the July 8th, 2019 meeting, 

( you can pick up  blank copies there) or mailed to Terry Dufek, 2812 W. 65th, Davenport Iowa 52806  
(you can be anonymous if you wish) Should you need a copy mailed to you, just email Terry Dufek 

  

) Should the Paul Castle Observatory be updated/ changed / modernized? (yes /  no) 

) What do you like about current observatory? 
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

) What do you dislike about current observatory? 
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

) If you  don't use the observatory ( or have never been out to Paul Castle), why not? 
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

) If changes were made in equipment and/or to the observatory, would you use it more? (yes /  no) 

) If you own astronomy equipment, sufficient for your own needs, would you use an updated P.C. Observatory? (yes /  
no) 

) If you don't own astronomy equipment, would you consider using the observatory and equipment if it was updated? 
(yes /  no) 

) If this was your observatory update project,  what would you like to change/ fix? 
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

) How many times a month would you use it if the observatory was updated? (A - (1-2),  B -(3),  C -(4 or more) 

) Which type of Astronomy would you use it for if the observatory were updated ? (A- observational, B- astrophotog-
raphy, C- both,    D- ______________) 

) Which type of base should the telescope have? (Equatorial would aid in astrophotography)  (A- alt/azimuth, B- equato-
rial) 

) Should the telescope base have a Vixen Mount (so that other telescopes could also be mounted on the base)? (yes /
no) 

) Which brand of telescope should we use? (A- Meade, B- Celestron, C-______________________,  D- Doesn't matter) 

) What type of telescope should we use? (A- Refractor (3-5 inches), B- Reflector (8-16 inches) , C- Schmidt Cassegrain 
(8-16 inches) , D- ______________________________________),  E- Doesn't matter ( if A, B, or C then go to appro-
priate line 15,16 or 17 otherwise go to line 18) 

) If it is a refractor, what size objective lens should it have?  (A– 3 inch, B– 4 inch,  C– 5 inch,  D– 6 inch and up 

) If it is a reflector, what size mirror should it have? (A- 8 inch, B- 9 inch, C- 10 inch, D- 12 inch, E- 14 inch, F- 16 inch) 

) If it is a Smdt Cass, what size mirror should it have? (A- 8 inch, B- 9 inch, C- 10 inch, D- 12 inch, E- 14 inch, F- 16 inch) 

) How much should we budget to the project? (A- $3000-$5000, B- $5001-$8000, C- $8001-$10000, D- $10001 and up) 

) What size eyepieces should it include? (A- 1 1/4 in, B- 2 in, C- Both. D– use existing) 

) Should the pier be replaced with a concrete/ steel pier if possible before adding a new telescope  (currently wood set 
pier is deep into the ground)? (yes /  no) 

) Should we keep the current scope (a refracting telescope) and replace the mount/pier? (yes /  no)) 

) Should we keep the current scope and pier? (yes /  no) 

) Should we try to add a Wi-Fi dock? (workstation)  (yes /  no) 

) What other additions should we consider? 
______________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Comments: 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Paul  Cast le  Observatory   Survey  

 


